RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT MATTERS
Bringing purpose and performance together

EDITORIAL

Dear client,
Whether it is the European youth protesting against inadequate
climate policies or the increasing number of initiatives to clean up our
oceans, one thing is clear: topics related to sustainability are regularly
in the headlines and are challenging our existing habits and structures.
While these topics have always been present, they are now becoming
everyday issues. They affect our daily lives from the food we eat to the
way we travel and how we invest.
The financial industry can be viewed as a cold, purely numerical world,
but we believe that looking at further, non-financial factors is also
imperative when evaluating companies. Incorporating environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors into the investment decision
process, alongside traditional financial metrics, provides a more comprehensive picture of a company and a better basis for decision making.
We have developed guidelines in accordance with international frameworks to identify and integrate material ESG topics into our investment
process. This does not mean, however, that we are making moral judgements about investment opportunities, but rather that we acknowledge
that corporate culture can play just as large a role in a company’s success as its balance sheet.
In this brochure we delve into what responsible investment is and set
out why it is becoming increasingly relevant. We provide an overview of
our investment approach and how we embrace ESG factors in our own
company culture.
We hope that this publication will support you on your investment
journey.
Yours faithfully,

Yves Bonzon
Head of Investment Management
and CIO
Member of the Executive Board

Nicolas de Skowronski
Head of Advisory Solutions
Member of the Executive Board

Please find important legal information at the end of this document.
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INTRODUCTION

A GROWING PRIORITY
FOR INVESTORS
The sustainability zeitgeist is changing the financial industry and
investors are now increasingly seeking investment solutions
that fit their values. These investments are not only aligned with their
personal beliefs but also deliver long-term financial success.
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INTRODUCTION

OUR ACTIONS …
As a wealth manager, we believe that creating value
sustainably requires a focus not only on cash flows
and profits, but also on the responsible interaction
with society as a whole. First, there is a very rational
viewpoint at the core of responsible investment.
Asking the ESG question strengthens investment
performance. A full body of literature shows that
long-term financial success is built on proper governance and consideration of social and environmental factors. At Julius Baer, we make sure that the
ESG perspective is integral, rather than peripheral,
to our investment process.

SUSTAINABILITY HAS
BECOME MAINSTREAM
Sustainability is a key part of today’s zeitgeist and
is transforming the investment world. Initially,
ethically conscious investors kicked off the movement by demanding investment solutions that
fitted their values and beliefs. Later, high-profile
corporate scandals such as the diesel emission
scandal in the auto industry triggered a change in
investors’ mindsets. Looking only at financials,
crunching cash flow and balance sheet numbers, was
no longer sufficient to properly assess investments
in our increasingly connected and fast-paced world.
Integrating the environmental, social and governance (ESG) perspective has now become the norm.

Second, individuals each have their own very personal point of view with regards to responsible
investment. Asking the purpose question is key to
then select investments that cater to an individual’s
personal values and beliefs. At Julius Baer we offer
the full range of solutions. The core of a sustainable
portfolio consists of equities, bonds and other building blocks. As satellites within a diversified portfolio,
thematic investments aligned with the UN SDGs,
impact investments and philanthropic services have
a true ’doing good’ purpose.
Of course, we are aware of our impact too. We
engage with peers to learn, share and drive change.
Moreover, we are signatories of the United
Nations Principles for Responsible Banking as well
as Responsible Investment and a member of Swiss
Sustainable Finance. We have been supporters
of Formula E from the beginning with a clear aim to
support advancements of more sustainable mobility
solutions. Furthermore, our Sustainability Board
provides a strategic direction for our operations and
wealth management services in terms of our contributions to society at large.

Today, the evolution continues. Corporates are
increasingly reconciling their interactions with society at large and are seeking a broader purpose.
The signs of fundamental changes are everywhere.
More than 180 CEOs of the United States’ largest
companies have pledged to incorporate social
and environmental goals going forward. The business purpose is no longer returns for shareholders,
but value creation for all stakeholders – the views
in a long-running debate have shifted. The United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)
have become a popular compass with which com
panies aim to align their business with responsible
values. Then there is the ’Greta effect’ and a rising
awareness overall. Investors are increasingly asking,
’How can I contribute towards making the world a
better place?’
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SHARPENING OUR
INVESTMENT SKILLS
Caring about stakeholders matters for shareholders, and incorporating
the ESG perspective boosts investment performance.

THE RATIONAL POINT
OF VIEW
There is a very rational point of view at the core of
responsible investing. In recent years, the investment world has recognised that crunching financial
data is no longer sufficient to properly assess opportunities and control risks. This evolution has partly
been driven by a number of corporate scandals.
BP’s massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, Volkswagen’s emission scandal, which ultimately uncovered
the wrongdoings of most of its peers, and BASF’s
ever-increasing pesticide challenge, are just a
few examples. These scandals had many investors
scratching their heads thinking about what they
missed and how they could avoid making the same
mistakes in the future.

The common denominator of the aforementioned
scandals was a mix of negligence and arrogance
towards outside stakeholders. The root cause was a
corporate culture biased towards short-termism and
egocentrism, which failed to take account of how
quickly reputational damage turns into financial
damage. Creating value sustainably requires a focus
not only on cash flows and profits, but also on
responsible interactions with society as a whole.

INCORPORATING THE
ESG PERSPECTIVE

This shift in perspective builds on the understanding
that in today’s ever-more complex and fast-paced
environment, topics such as product safety, employment conditions, and environmental track record can
significantly influence a company’s financial success.

Investing responsibly is all about incorporating
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
into investment decision-making, in order to better
manage risks and generate sustainable, long-term
returns. Put differently, the toolbox used for analysis
has become more diverse. Besides the traditional
scrutiny of cash flows and balance sheets, a com
pany’s corporate culture, i. e. the vision and values
guiding its actions, is investigated more closely. ESG
factors themselves are many and varied.
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RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT AT
JULIUS BAER
Julius Baer’s overall investment
process takes financially material
ESG risks into consideration in
order to raise awareness and
increase the transparency of these
risks and achieve long-term
economic benefits for our clients.

• The environmental dimension includes assessing
a company’s interdependencies with climate
change, pollution, biodiversity or water and the
related risk-mitigation strategies.
• In terms of the social dimension, product safety,
working conditions, employee diversity and community engagement are in focus.
• For governance, executive compensation,
accounting practices, board structures and business ethics are topics under watch.

The enhanced toolbox sharpens the risk and reward
senses on both the business and corporate level.
Top-down, the ESG perspective encourages the
examination of structural trends and adds insights
into industry-specific opportunities and threats.
This is valuable because the business environment
is very dynamic and is influenced by factors beyond
the ups and downs of the economic cycle, such as
changing consumer preferences, innovation and
government regulation. From a bottom-up perspective, taking ESG factors into account helps to reveal
a company’s ability to manage the dynamic environment and uncover its strengths and weaknesses.
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WHAT STUDIES SAY:

• 88% of the studies show that solid ESG practices
result in better operational performance of firms.
• 80% of the studies show that equity performance
is positively influenced by good sustainability
practices.
’From the Stockholder to the Stakeholder: How Sustainability
Can Drive Financial Outperformance’, Oxford University and
Arabesque Partners, March 2018

FROM CORPORATE CULTURE
TO BUSINESS SUCCESS
The evaluation of investments in stocks or bonds
is ultimately all about asking three questions. Is
the business heading into the boom or bust period
of the cycle? Is the company a leader or a laggard
compared with its peers? Is the financial market
mood moving into bullish or bearish territory? But
implementing a framework to study the answers
to these questions is of course very complex.

• Almost 70% of the studies show a positive
relationship between bond and real estate per
formance and ESG criteria.
’ESG and financial performance: aggregated evidence from
more than 2000 empirical studies’, Journal of Sustainable
Finance, April 2016

Investigating ESG factors helps to find a balanced
and comprehensive answer to the first and, in particular, the second question. The concept is simple:
a corporate culture based on having a long-term
view and responsibility towards all stakeholders
makes the organisation adaptable. Living these
values requires management excellence and sound
business practices that encompass aspects such
as strategic guidance and accountability. ESG leaders usually come with sustainable cash flows, good
financial health and the ability to return capital to
shareholders.

• Companies with high ESG ratings tended to show
higher profitability, higher dividend yields, lower
idiosyncratic tail risks and higher valuations.
’Foundations of ESG Investing: How ESG Affects Equity
Valuation, Risk and Performance’, MSCI ESG Research,
November 2017

PERFORMANCE AGAINST ESG METRICS
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The underlying link between ESG scores and corpor
ate success comes in different forms. For example,
being among the first movers into a market can be
financially rewarding. Further, a responsible corpor
ate culture and a visible purpose help to attract top
talent. On the negative side, reputational damage
fuels uncertainty and can raise capital costs. More
over, cleaning up corporate misconduct ties up some
management resources and can cause a company to
fall behind its competitors as it struggles to remain
dynamic. The evidence clearly supports the concept
that ESG leaders are operationally and financially
more successful. The stakeholder perspective benefits shareholder returns, a relationship studied by an
extensive and growing body of literature.
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Source: MSCI ESG Research, Julius Baer Economics Research
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FROM ESG LEADERS TO
INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
The positive link between a responsible corporate
culture and investment performance varies in
strength and deserves a closer look.
Three example cases illustrate how to properly apply
the ESG information to strengthen investment
performance. First, looking at world equities, the
message is somewhat unclear: the investment
performance of a global equity index focused on
ESG leaders differs only slightly from a global
equity index with no emphasis on ESG criteria at all.
These small differences can be either negative
or positive and depend on specific factors such as
the composition of the ESG index. For example,
indices could focus on overweighting ESG leaders or
excluding certain sectors. A more in-depth look
reveals that ESG leaders are on average less volatile
and suffer less severe drawdowns. On the flipside,
ESG laggards can perform well when financial markets are in a euphoric mood and have priced in a
low level of risk.

Second, for emerging market equities the focus on
ESG leaders has been quite rewarding in the past.
The difference in performance looks astonishing but
in fact seems reasonable. Reporting requirements
are comparably lax in emerging markets. The leading
companies might therefore far outshine their peers
in terms of transparency, quality and credibility.
The third example shows that a process such as ours,
including a committee designated to reviewing
responsible investment aspects, has its merits and
that ESG factors need to be scrutinised. Volkswagen’s valuation more than halved when the emission
scandal broke. The crisis was a wake-up call for the
company to reinvent itself, ultimately leading to one
of the most ambitious electric car strategies. Some
providers still see Volkswagen as a laggard, but
based on the discussions in our Responsible Investment Committee we eventually saw this as a less
gloomy ESG case. So far, the market’s view is on the
optimistic side too and Volkswagen’s shares have in
fact outperformed their peers after the scandal (as
can be seen on the chart below).
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Source: MSCI ESG Research, Julius Baer Economics Research
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Performance returns take into account all ongoing charges but not
transaction fees. The value of your investment may go down as well as up meaning that you may not get back your initial investment.
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Our Responsible
Investment Committee
ensures that our investment
decisions consider all
relevant ESG information.

To conclude, the ESG perspective helps to separate
leaders from laggards, it strengthens investment
performance by reducing the risks, and caters particularly to the needs of long-term, buy-and-hold
investors. That said, at times laggards turn into
leaders, or vice versa, comparably swiftly, and financial markets sometimes temporarily overlook ESG
risks. Rather than completely excluding companies
with a poor environmental footprint or inferior
corporate governance from the investment universe,
our approach is holistic and focuses on risk control
and sound investment advice.

We source ESG information from independent
providers, which has become a mainstream process
among investment professionals and other organ
isations. The service is comparable to the provision of
credit ratings and usually includes an overall rating,
quantitative data on key aspects and a qualitative
assessment of the company overall. However, our
experience with the committee shows that we need
to question externally-sourced ESG information
to evaluate its quality and meaningfulness. There are
methodological biases because large corporations
tend to disclose more information, or because the
assessment relative to peers is given more weight
than the absolute business risk assessment. Further
issues are the subjective views and time lags within
the analysis. However, a new breed of ESG information providers is helping to overcome these flaws.
Furthermore, thanks to artificial intelligence, there is
now software that is capable of extracting insights
into a company’s ESG track record from information
sources such as corporate news or media reports.

THE RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Our approach is unique. The pivotal element in the
investment process is our Responsible Investment
Committee, which ensures that our investment
decisions incorporate the relevant ESG information.
This dedicated committee actively engages with
our analysts and challenges their views and beliefs
in order to limit investment risks but without compromising their independence. Companies with low
ESG scores and big public controversies are discussed in-depth among experts to assess, first,
whether there are meaningful fundamental risks and,
second, whether financial markets properly value
these risks.

Responsible investment has developed as the
investment process has evolved. The Responsible
Investment Committee fulfils the important role
of adapting our investment culture at Julius Baer.
The work of the committee was pivotal in establishing the review of ESG factors as an integral part
of our investment process and the recognition that
corporate-culture ’soft facts’ complement financial
’hard facts’ in our investment analysis.
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ALIGN YOUR INVESTMENTS
WITH YOUR VALUES
Raised in the Swiss countryside, the Head of Sustainable Investment
Solutions within Julius Baer’s Investment Management arm,
Silvia Wegmann, has always had a natural affinity for sustainability.
Silvia Wegmann’s journey with sustainable investing
started in 2006, when an existing client expressed
an interest in reinvesting the proceeds from the sale
of his company according to his very own set of
criteria. As an entrepreneur, it had been a matter of
course for this client to anchor his firm’s corporate
culture to environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria. Thus, he wanted to invest in com
panies with a corporate culture similar to the one he
had nurtured in his own firm. But he also had other
requirements for his mandate: he wanted to exclude
companies that were involved in weapons manufacturing, nuclear energy, tobacco and genetic
engineering.

SUPER G
The essence of sustainable investing is incorporating
ESG factors into investment decisions. But Silvia
explains that without governance, you don’t have
the ’E’ and the ’S’. Companies with strong governance recognise the importance of managing risks
and opportunities associated with environmental
challenges such as climate change, or social challenges such as shifting consumer attitudes.

Integrating ESG
factors results in portfolios
with better risk-return
profiles.

“It made perfect sense,” Silvia explains. “There are
many imbalances in the world,” she continues.
“There is war. People are starving. There are children
working in very poor conditions. There is climate
change.” If companies are to succeed in such an
environment, they have no choice but to address
the ESG challenges both through their corporate
practices and the products and services they offer.
“Through sustainable investing I really found an
opportunity to fight against these imbalances, and
it mirrors my own personal values.”

SUSTAINABLE INVESTING: WHY NOT?
Still, there is much room for improvement. Silvia
cites a study in which investors were asked about
how they were incorporating sustainability practices
into their daily lives. 78% of the respondents stated
that they recycled glass, separated waste and
bought locally produced food. But only 20% actually translated this into their investments. “So my
question is, if you lead a sustainable lifestyle, why
not align your investments with your values? For me
it’s a no-brainer. With sustainable investing, you can
achieve financial returns, and at the same time, you
can put your money to work for something
meaningful.”

BATTLING THE MISCONCEPTIONS
Today there are still many misconceptions surrounding sustainable investing. “People think sustainable
investing is green, irrational, intangible,” Silvia
explains. In fact, the opposite is true: “Sustainable
companies are more innovative. They are the ones
who have the products in place to address our challenges, and if you have better and more innovative
products, you have higher margins.”
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THE PROMISES AND
PITFALLS
Sustainable finance has moved from niche to mainstream.
Its popularity masks the fact that ’doing good’ is anything but easy.

Sustainable investing examines companies from an
ESG perspective, i. e. investments are focussed on
companies with a corporate culture that is based on
having a long-term view and responsibility towards
all stakeholders. In this case, sustainability originates
bottom-up from the companies’ practices. This
strategy has many similarities with a quality investment style. As shown previously, the evidence
is overwhelming that sustainable investing offers
superior risk-adjusted returns and thus caters particularly well to long-term, buy-and-hold investors.
The offering in this area is very broad and covers
equities, bonds and parts of the alternative investments asset class and related products, enabling
investors to build a diversified portfolio.

THE ETHICAL POINT OF VIEW
One can also think about responsible investment
from a subjective point of view. Social norms and
values evolve with time. Sustainability forms part
of the current zeitgeist and is key to how we see the
world today and how we choose to act. Complex
terminology is responsible investment’s weak spot
and there is in fact a great variety of specific
approaches. Within our holistic approach to investing, there are two strategies in the area of respon
sible investment that are increasingly popular. Sustainable and impact investing have moved from
niche to mainstream over recent years. These strat
egies cater to those who want to align their investments with their personal values and beliefs, and
who have investment goals that go beyond financial
returns. Crucially, while we apply the integration
of ESG factors to the entire actively covered investment universe, these strategies then select a subset
of instruments from this universe. These strategies
have the long-term outlook in common, but the
nuances of each are different with regards to their
take on sustainability.

Within sustainable investing, at Julius Baer we put
a special emphasis on thematic investing, where
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
serve as a compass and common language in the
identification of companies where sustainability
originates from the business itself. Themes include,
for example, health, nutrition, low carbon and water.
In terms of ESG ratings, we allow ourselves to consider a company sustainable because of the nature
of its business, even if the company’s ESG score is
only average relative to its peers. The offering mainly
consists of equity products, which serve as satellites
within a well-diversified portfolio.
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Exclusions of certain businesses based on ethical
considerations is a common and popular aspect of
sustainable investing. As a bank we do not apply
general exclusions to our universe but we have the
tools to assist our clients in doing this. Importantly,
there is a difference between values-based exclusion
and the regulatory need to prohibit investments in
controversial weapons.

tive effect on people’s lives. While the intentions
are honourable, this strategy has its pitfalls. Impact
investing requires sufficient common ground
between the investor and the investment provider
on values, agreement on the goals and meaningful
measurement of the consequences of the investments, which usually all prove to be relatively complex. Impact investing is done through either
engagement as a shareholder or the direct financing
of companies or projects. The offering is thus comparably limited and includes bonds and parts of the
alternatives asset class such as private equity.

Impact investing aims to generate a positive social
or environmental impact. Impact investments are
satellite investments and this strategy particularly
caters to those investing with a purpose beyond
financial returns and who would like to have a posi-

EXAMPLES OF
INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS
SUSTAINABLE INVESTING
• Sustainability mandates
• ESG leaders stocks
• ESG leaders bonds
• Clean energy equity products
• Water equity products
• Sustainable real estate

IMPACT INVESTING
• Green bonds
• Microfinance
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’FEEL GOOD’ OR ’DO GOOD’?
The popularity of sustainable investing stems in part
from the aspiration to make a positive contribution
to society. We care about our footprint, we are
conscious of what we consume, and we increasingly
also aim to align our investments with these considerations. However, while we widely assume that we
’do good’ by investing sustainably, there is comparably little analysis available investigating this idea. In
fact, the existing academic literature shows only
limited evidence that sustainable investing has a
positive social or environmental impact1.
This inconvenient finding raises questions around
some of the zeitgeist thinking. What does the measurement of the carbon footprint of an investment
portfolio tell us, if it is not linked to emissions in the
real world? What does the divestment of assets
achieve, if the overall impact is negligible? How
relevant is the footprint of your investments compared with that of your consumption? Are exclusions
a ’feel good’ rather than a ’do good’ strategy? While
these questions sound harsh, we do believe that
we should provide honest answers. The investment
world is becoming overwhelmed with the idea of
sustainability and purpose, and having an objective
perspective is increasingly difficult but also more
and more necessary.

These findings in fact have support from respected
economists, such as the Nobel laureate Oliver Hart,
who tout the advantages of investor engagement
over the divestment of assets.2 The way that we
differentiate between sustainable and impact investing builds on these arguments, and in our view
the honest message is that the ’do good’ concept is
primarily evident in impact investing.
However, engagement is tricky. Individual investors
are usually unable to make their voices heard. Voting
service providers exist but voicing views through
these channels requires a certain amount of effort
and they are usually only available for a small part of
an investment portfolio. Meanwhile, wealth managers
are increasingly becoming active and are offering
engagement via index investments. This development is promising but some challenges are already
visible: finding a common ground in terms of the
purpose and values, establishing transparent investing guidelines and ensuring the accountability of
those following these guidelines. In addition to the
challenges of engagement, impact investing comes
at a cost. Direct investments into projects or com
panies with a social or environmental impact are
often illiquid, with the rare exception of green bonds,
which narrows the suitable investor pool significantly. In summary, as notable as the aspiration is,
investors must acknowledge that ’doing good’ is
actually much more complex than today’s narrative
suggests.

The same literature also shows that engagement
matters – this can be achieved through impact
investing. There is evidence that seeking a dialogue
with the management teams of companies or
voting during general meetings has an impact.

J. Kölbel, F. Heeb, F. Paetzold, T. Busch,
2018, ’Beyond Returns: Investigating the
Social and Environmental Impact of
Sustainable Investing’
2 NZZ am Sonntag, 27 July 2019, ’Firmen,
die so gross sind wie Facebook, dürfen
nicht nur die Profite maximieren’
1
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FUND OFFERING AT
JULIUS BAER
Julius Baer’s Fund Offering team integrates responsible investment
criteria into its fund screening process while
continuously pursuing the goal of adding value to clients’ portfolios.

Fabio Frazzetto joined the Julius Baer Fund Offering
team in February 2013. As a fund analyst, he covers
strategies in the equity and fixed income area, as
well as sustainable and impact investing funds.

DO YOU APPLY THE ESG PERSPECTIVE IN
THE FUND SCREENING PROCESS?
The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) are
an integral part of Julius Baer’s overall investment
process. In seeking long-term economic gains for our
clients, the analysis of environmental, social and
governance (ESG) factors complements the traditional financial analysis of earnings, cash flows and
balance sheets.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE FUND OFFERING
TEAM WITHIN JULIUS BAER?
Our team covers the needs of our clients globally.
We provide recommendations across all asset
classes, investment strategies and fund types. As a
result of the open architecture and the best-inclass selection process, a regular flow of information
and a high degree of transparency are both
guaranteed.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR EACH FUND
ANALYST?
The fund analysts carry out an assessment from an
ESG perspective on all recommended funds. This
assessment is based on a proprietary questionnaire
that is sent out to each fund manager in order to
evaluate the extent to which ESG factors are considered in their investment process. Funds with the
lowest ESG ratings (highest risk from an ESG perspective) require a dedicated sign-off by the Fund
Approval Board.

HOW DO YOU ENSURE THAT THE TEAM’S
ANALYSIS IS TOP-CLASS?
We have a dedicated team of fund analysts who
pick the most convincing funds. Fund selection is
more than just identifying those that have performed best. The hand-picked selection of fund
recommendations, broken down by asset class,
regions and investment style, combines analysis of
the drivers of historical performance and risk trends
with a qualitative assessment of the likelihood that
they persist in the future.

WHAT IS THE OUTCOME OF THIS ENHANCED
FUND ANALYSIS PROCESS?
The outcome of in-depth research and analysis
conducted by fund analysts for all recommended
funds is quantified with a Julius Baer Responsible
Investment Fund Rating (RIFR). The RIFR is
expressed on a seven-point scale, ranging from
AAA (best) to CCC (worst). The ultimate goal of
the integrated RIFR is to provide further information
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to our clients, highlighting as many investment-
related risks as possible, so that sound, holistic
investment decisions can be made.

impacting returns. This specific fund range is a
sub-set of funds from the overall recommended
fund universe at Julius Baer. All of these sustainable
and impact investing funds have successfully gone
through Julius Baer Fund Offering’s thorough
due-diligence process and are covered by a global
fund distribution agreement.

WHAT DOES THE ULTIMATE SUSTAINABLE
AND IMPACT INVESTING OFFERING LOOK
LIKE?
In this area in particular, breaking down the manager
and the fund’s DNA plays a key role in selecting the
right product for specific clients. Consequently, for
dedicated SRI (Socially Responsible Investment)
clients, we maintain a range of actively- and passively-managed funds that purposely consider and
systematically integrate ESG concepts at different
stages of the investment process, without negatively

The selection of these focused funds is a real valueadd for our clients. In my view, these dedicated
investment solutions should be considered as part
of any investment portfolio at Julius Baer.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT
JULIUS BAER
Finance can play a leading role in the transition towards a
more sustainable world. Here at Julius Baer we view
sustainability as an integral part of the creation of long-term
value for our clients, shareholders and society at large.

• Regulators are expecting companies to demonstrate their adherence to international agreements, such as the SDG and the Paris Climate
Agreement
• Society at large is increasingly aware of the role
financial institutions can play in the transition
towards a sustainable future

WHY IT MATTERS TO THE
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY
The financial industry has a key role to play in the
transition to a more sustainable world. It provides
capital to fuel the real economy and can direct it
towards sustainable solutions. Examples of how this
can be done are outlined in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) set out by the United Nations.
Other ways that the financial sector can influence
the shift towards more sustainable practices include
directing investments towards more sustainable
technologies and businesses; financing growth in a
sustainable manner over the long term; and contributing to the creation of a low-carbon, climate-resili
ent, and circular economy.

STARTING AT HOME –
MANAGING THE KEY
SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS
In 2018, the Julius Baer Sustainability Board was
formed. It is comprised of senior leaders within the
bank and helps set the strategic direction for both
our product offering as well as our own operations.
Within our organisation, the key sustainability topics
cover diverse aspects including:
• Employer of choice: What does it take to attract
and retain key talent? How can we embrace
diversity within the organisation?
• Risk culture: How can we create a culture of risk
awareness and responsible behaviour?
• Environmental management: What can we do
to reduce our ecological footprint (energy, water,
waste)?

Stakeholders are also raising the bar on what they
expect from financial companies when it comes to
sustainability:
• Clients are increasingly asking for more sustainable products and services
• Investors are integrating ESG factors into their
financial analyses to support their investment
decisions
• Employees want to work for companies that
operate responsibly
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Furthermore, we orient ourselves around the SDGs
defined by the United Nations. This global framework consists of 17 goals, ranging from environmental and social issues to political and global partnership topics. The aim of the SDGs is to achieve a
better and more sustainable future for all. In the
financial sector, we have a key role to play – helping
to mobilise private funds in support of the global
development agenda. For us at Julius Baer, this
involves ensuring that we integrate ESG consider
ations into investment decisions; strengthening our
position as a good corporate citizen (see next chapter); and engaging with our clients on the SDGs,
educating clients and showing them what goals
might be investable for them.
In each area, we devise targets and then monitor our
progress towards achieving our goals. We publish
the Julius Baer Corporate Sustainability Report on
an annual basis with full details of and progress
made with regard to our key sustainability topics.

SUPPORTING LOCAL
COMMUNITIES AROUND
THE WORLD
Active corporate citizenship has always been an
important part of Julius Baer’s culture. With a presence in more than 60 locations around the world,
Julius Baer places a strong emphasis on engaging
with the local communities where we operate.
Julius Baer Cares supports bottom-up community
engagement organisations and is driven by employees on a voluntary basis.
The Julius Baer Art Collection specialises in works
by contemporary Swiss artists as well as by artists
living in Switzerland.
The Julius Baer Foundation supports partner
organisations worldwide in the core areas of Vocational Training, Recycling PLUS, and Wealth Inequality. The Foundation also makes donations in
the fields of solidarity and the arts.
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JULIUS BAER PARTICIPATES
IN KEY ORGANISATIONS’
INITIATIVES TO FURTHER
THE CAUSE
Participating in key organisations’ initiatives allows
us to share our experiences, learn from peers, and
remain up-to-date on the emerging topics. Together
we can drive change in the industry. We are a member of Swiss Sustainable Finance (SSF), among other
organisations, and are signatories of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment and the Principles
for Responsible Banking.

OUR ENGAGEMENT IN
FORMULA E
We believe that Formula E is an investment in our
society’s future. The racing series serves as a test
bed for innovations that advance mobility and ’smart
cities’; it also opens up the communities in which
these races are hosted to new ideas about transport
and the environment. In recent years, e-mobility has
become a pressing issue for businesses, the scientific
community and the wider society, not least since the
diesel emissions scandal broke and air pollution
became a widespread issue in emerging markets and
some developed countries.

• Swiss Sustainable Finance (SSF)1: The aim of
SSF is to strengthen Switzerland’s position in
the global marketplace for sustainable finance by
informing and educating as well as catalysing
growth. Julius Baer joined SSF in 2014.
• UN Principles for Responsible Investment
(PRI)2: The PRI is the world’s leading proponent
of responsible investment. It is a voluntary initiative and signatories commit to applying the
principles in their investment process. Julius Baer
has been a signatory of the PRI since 2014.

As a bank, we are tasked with managing assets; this
includes finding investments that create long-term
value. In doing so, Julius Baer forges links between
assets on the one hand and the worlds of science
and business on the other. Through our sponsorship
of Formula E, we have a platform to engage on the
subjects of innovation in transportation, energy
transition, smart cities, sustainability and forwardlooking investment trends.

• UNEP FI Principles for Responsible Banking
(PRB)3: The PRB provide the framework for a
sustainable banking system, and help the industry
to demonstrate how it makes a positive contri
bution to society in terms of the SDG and the
Paris Climate Agreement. In September 2019,
Julius Baer signed the PRB on the occasion of the
United Nations General Assembly in New York.

 ww.sustainablefinance.ch
w
www.unpri.org
3 www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples
1

2
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THE JULIUS BAER
FOUNDATION
Founded in 1965, the Julius Baer Foundation is the oldest
grant foundation established by a Swiss bank. For more
than 50 years it has devoted itself to contributing to society.

CORE VALUES OF THE
FOUNDATION:
• Vision & courage: anticipate important changes and
encourage others to do the same
• Motivation & reflection: together with our partners,
we want to make an impact that is sustainable
• Curiosity & sharing: increasing our knowledge within
the three core areas and maximising the impact by
sharing these expertise

Under the leadership of the General Manager,
Christoph Schmocker, our Foundation has implemented a new ambitious strategy that concentrates on sharpening its governance system, and
achieving a greater impact by focusing on three
core strategic areas: Vocational Training, Recycling
PLUS and Wealth Inequality.

was the Foundation Board’s first priority. The
result of this analysis and first major milestone was
the Foundation Board’s approval of our ambition
to grow and the decision to exclusively invest in the
three core areas: Vocational Training, Recycling
PLUS and Wealth Inequality.
In order to better inform everyone about the Foundation’s areas of expertise, projects, goals and what
we stand for, our web presence has been completely
overhauled.

YOU HAVE BEEN IN OFFICE FOR THREE
YEARS NOW. WHAT HAVE YOU ACHIEVED
SO FAR?
After familiarising myself with Julius Baer and meeting the Foundation’s different stakeholders, I outlined a focused strategy for the organisation, which

Furthermore, we specified the requirements our
partner organisations must meet and the different
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“The real voyage
of discovery consists not
in seeking new landscape,
but having new eyes.”
MARCEL PROUST, 1871–1922,
FRENCH AUTHOR AND CRITIC

projects we will support. The duration of our partnerships and the amounts we will contribute were
other aspects we had to define. In order to professionalise the Foundation’s governance, we developed efficient tools such as ’The Strategic House’ or
three ’Criteria Grids’ to evaluate 300 applications
each year. These governance tools help us to share
our knowledge and results both internally and
externally.

and ideas leads to long-term solutions and provides
smaller communities with various opportunities and
allows them to thrive independently.
WHEN IT COMES TO PHILANTHROPY, WHAT
IS KEY FOR YOU?
The human touch is a key element when it comes
to philanthropy. For me, it is a motivational driver
on a very emotional level. We are all affected by
stories from around the world or indeed from our
own families. But it is often hard to know where to
start and how to make a practical and effective
contribution. The aspiration to make things better
is the very essence of philanthropy. By discussing
your own ideas and aspirations in person with a
philanthropy expert, you can open the door to an
array of opportunities where you can channel this
desire in a constructive and efficient way. As philanthropy advisors, this is one of the key services that
we can offer to Julius Baer’s clients.

WHY DO YOU FOCUS ON WEALTH
INEQUALITY?
As a corporate foundation of a private bank, we feel
that we have a responsibility to address the wealth
imbalances that we see around the world, and we are
in the fortunate position to be able to do this.
The obvious course of action is to focus on poverty
reduction and simply make donations to those in
need. However, for a longer-term and more effective
strategy, wealthy and disadvantaged economic
classes should be encouraged to meet, communicate
with each other and develop shared projects that
tackle everyday issues for both groups. We believe
that encouraging a voluntary exchange of thoughts

I would also like to emphasise how important it is to
walk the talk, which means we do ourselves what we
advise our clients to do.
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SUMMARY
Considering sustainability criteria is not only an integral part
of our investment process, but also part of our
everyday life when engaging in our corporate practices.
Sustainability has entered the mainstream of
investing, not least thanks to the evolution towards
people having a more risk-focused and ethicallyminded philosophy. Our investment process
mirrors the broader evolution in recent years: evaluating sustainability has become an integral part
of investment analysis and goes beyond just selecting investments based on ethical considerations.
Taking account of ESG factors in your portfolio
increases the transparency and provides more information on where you are investing your money.

At Julius Baer we are not only talking the talk but
also walking the walk. With our membership of key
organisations and our active corporate citizenship,
we incorporate sustainability into our daily business
and aim to create long-term value for clients, shareholders, and society as a whole.
If you would like to know more about responsible
investing and our related services and products, your
dedicated relationship manager will be happy
to support you both now and all the way along your
investment journey.

Our aim is to combine
successful and responsible
investing on your behalf,
integrating reliable and
insightful environmental, social
and governance factors as a
matter of course.
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research. It has therefore not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements regarding the
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Zurich, which is authorised and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
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The information and opinions expressed in this publication were produced as at the date of writing
and are subject to change without notice. This publication is intended for information purposes only
and does not constitute advice, an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, Julius Baer to buy or sell
any securities or related financial instruments, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any juris
diction. Opinions and comments of the authors reflect their current views, but not necessarily of other
Julius Baer entities or any other third party. Other Julius Baer entities may have issued, and may in the future
issue, other publications that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information
presented in this publication. Julius Baer assumes no obligation to ensure that such other publications be
brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication.
Although the information herein is trusted to be accurate and complete, and data herein has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, no specific representation is made in this respect herein. In particular,
the information provided in this publication may not cover all material information on the financial instruments or issuers of such instruments. Julius Baer does not accept liability for any loss arising from the use of
this publication. Entities within the Julius Baer Group provide advice that is not considered ’independent’
within the meaning given to that term by EU Directive 2014 / 65 / EU on markets in financial instruments
(known as MiFID II).
SUITABILITY
Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients and may
not be available in all countries. Clients of Julius Baer are kindly requested to get in touch with the local
Julius Baer entity in order to be informed about the services and/or products available in their country.
This publication has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of
any particular investor. Before entering into any transaction, investors should consider the suitability of the
transaction to individual circumstances and objectives. Any investment or trading or other decision should
only be made by the client after a thorough reading of the relevant product term sheet, subscription agreement, information memorandum, prospectus or other offering document relating to the issue of the secur
ities or other financial instruments. Nothing in this publication constitutes investment, legal, accounting
or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to any specific investor. Any
references to a particular tax treatment depend on the individual circumstances of each investor and may be
subject to change in the future. Julius Baer recommends that investors independently assess, with a professional advisor, the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences.
Where a publication makes reference to a specific research report, the publication should not be read in
isolation without consulting the full research report, which may be provided upon request.
GENERAL RISKS
The price and value of, and income from investments in, any asset class mentioned in this publication may
fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount invested. Risks involved in any asset class
mentioned in this publication may include, but are not necessarily limited to, market risks, credit risks, polit
ical risks and economic risks. The investor may be exposed to currency risk when the product or underlyings
of the product are denominated in currencies other than that of the country in which the investor is resident.
The investment as well as its performance would therefore be exposed to currency fluctuations and may
increase or decrease in value. Investments in emerging markets are speculative and may be considerably
more volatile than investments in established markets. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of
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future results. Performance forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Shares, bank
debt securities (e. g. interest-bearing bank bonds and certificates) as well as other claims against financial
institutions are subject to special regulations, such as the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive, the Single
Resolution Mechanism Regulation and related national laws implementing such special regulations. These
regulations can have a negative effect for the investor / contractual partner of the financial institution in case
of a default and the necessity of a resolution of the financial institution. For further details, please refer to:
www.juliusbaer.com/legal-information-en
THIRD-PARTY INFORMATION
This publication may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from rating agencies
such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch and other similar rating agencies, and research from research
providers such as MSCI ESG Research LLC or its affiliates. Issuers mentioned or included in any MSCI ESG
Research LLC materials may be a client of, or affiliated with, a client of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) or another MSCI
subsidiary. Reproduction and distribution of third-party content in any form is prohibited except with the
prior written permission of the related third party. Third-party content providers do not guarantee the accur
acy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings or research, and are not
responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results
obtained from the use of such content. Third-party content providers give no express or implied warranties,
including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use.
Third-party content providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory,
punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees or losses (including lost income or
profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of their content, including ratings or research.
Credit and/or research ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommen
dations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the market value of securities or the suitability of securities for investment purposes and should not be relied on as investment advice.
IMPORTANT DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION
This publication and any market data contained therein shall only be for the personal use of the intended
recipient and shall not be redistributed to any third party, unless Julius Baer or the source of the relevant
market data gives their approval. This publication is not directed to any person in any jurisdiction where
(on the grounds of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise) such publications are prohibited.
External Asset Managers (EAM)/External Financial Advisors (EFA): In case this publication is provided
to EAMs/EFAs, Julius Baer expressly prohibits that it be redistributed by the EAMs/EFAs or be made
available to their clients and/or third parties. By receiving any publication, the EAMs/EFAs confirm that they
will make their own independent analysis and investment decisions, if applicable.
Austria: Julius Baer Investment Advisory GesmbH, authorised and regulated by the Austrian Financial
Market Authority (FMA), distributes this publication to its clients.
Chile: This publication is for the intended recipient only.
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Dubai International Financial Centre: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. It
may not be relied upon by or distributed to retail clients. Please note that Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd.
offers financial products or services only to professional clients who have sufficient financial experience and
understanding of financial markets, products or transactions and any associated risks. The products or services mentioned will be available only to professional clients in line with the definition of the Dubai Financial
Services Authority (DFSA) Conduct of Business Module. Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. is duly licensed and
regulated by the DFSA.
Germany: Bank Julius Bär Deutschland AG, authorised and regulated by the German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority (BaFin), distributes this publication to its clients. If you have any queries concerning
this publication, please contact your relationship manager.
Guernsey: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer & Co Ltd., Guernsey branch, which is licensed
in Guernsey to provide banking and investment services and is regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission.
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China: This publication has been
distributed in Hong Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Hong Kong
Branch, which holds a full banking licence issued by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority under the Banking
Ordinance (Chapter 155 of the Laws of Hong Kong SAR). The Bank is also a registered institution under
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO) (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong SAR) licensed to carry
out Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities) and Type 9 (asset management) regulated
activities with Central Entity number AUR302. This publication must not be issued, circulated or distributed
in Hong Kong other than to ’professional investors’ as defined in the SFO. The contents of this publication
have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission nor by any other regulatory authority.
Any references to Hong Kong in this document/publication shall mean the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China. If you have any queries concerning this publication, please
contact your Hong Kong relationship manager. Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. is incorporated in Switzerland
with limited liability.
India: This is not a publication of Julius Baer Wealth Advisors (India) Private Limited (JBWA) or any of its
Indian subsidiaries under the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Research Analyst Regulations,
2014. This publication has been produced by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. (Julius Baer), a company incorp
orated in Switzerland with limited liability that does not have a banking license in India. This publication should
not be construed in any manner as an offer, solicitation or recommendation by JBWA or any Julius Baer
entity globally.
Israel: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer Financial Services (Israel) Ltd. (JBFS), licensed by the
Israel Securities Authority to provide investment marketing and portfolio management services. Pursuant to
Israeli law, ’investment marketing’ is the provision of advice to clients concerning the merit of an investment,
holding, purchase or sale of securities or financial instruments, when the provider of such advice has an
affiliation to the security or financial instrument. Due to its affiliation to Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., JBFS
is considered to be affiliated to certain securities and financial instruments that may be connected to the
services JBFS provides, and therefore any use of the term ’investment advice’ or any variation thereof in this
publication should be understood as investment marketing, as explained above.
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Japan: This publication shall only be distributed with appropriate disclaimers and formalities by a Julius Baer
entity authorised to distribute such a publication in Japan.
Kingdom of Bahrain: Julius Baer (Bahrain) B.S.C.(c), an investment business firm which is licensed and
regulated by the Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB), distributes this publication to its expert and accredited
investor clients. This publication may not be relied upon by or distributed to retail clients. The CBB does not
take any responsibility for the accuracy of the statements and information contained in this publication
nor shall it have any liability to any person for any damage or loss resulting from reliance on any statement or
information contained herein.
Lebanon: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer (Lebanon) S.A.L., which is an entity supervised by the
Lebanese Capital Markets Authority (CMA). It has not been approved or licensed by the CMA or any other
relevant authority in Lebanon. It is strictly private and confidential and is being issued to a limited number of
individual and institutional investors upon their request and must not be provided to, or relied upon, by any
other person. The information contained herein is as of the date referenced and Julius Baer (Lebanon) S.A.L.
shall not be liable to periodically update said information. The quotes and values provided herein are for
indicative purpose only and shall in no way refer to tradeable levels.
Luxembourg: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A., a société anonyme incorporated and existing under the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, with registered office at 25, rue
Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg, registered with the Luxembourg Register of Commerce and Com
panies (RCSL) under number B 8495, authorised and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du
Secteur Financier (CSSF), 283, route d’Arlon, L-1150 Luxembourg. This publication has not been authorised
or reviewed by the CSSF and it is not intended to be filed with the CSSF.
Monaco: Bank Julius Baer (Monaco) S.A.M., an institution approved by the Minister of State for Monaco and
the Bank of France, and Julius Baer Wealth Management (Monaco) S.A.M., an asset management company
authorised in Monaco, distribute this publication to their clients.
Republic of Ireland: Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. Ireland Branch is authorised and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF), 283, route d’Arlon, L-1150 Luxembourg, and is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) for conduct of business rules. Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. is a
société anonyme incorporated and existing under the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, with registered office at 25, rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg, registered with the Luxembourg Register of
Commerce and Companies (RCSL) under number B 8495. Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. Ireland Branch
distributes this publication to its clients. Some of the services mentioned in this publication, which are avail
able to clients of the Ireland branch, may be provided by members of the Julius Baer Group based outside
of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or the Republic of Ireland. In these cases, rules made by the CSSF and
the CBI for the protection of retail clients do not apply to such services, and the CSSF and the Irish Financial
Services and Pensions Ombudsman will not be able to resolve complaints in respect of such services.
Russia: This is not a publication of Julius Baer CIS Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Central
Bank of Russia. This publication has been produced by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd (Julius Baer) and should
not be construed in any manner as an offer, solicitation or recommendation, including the advertising of
foreign financial services in Russia, by Julius Baer CIS Ltd or any Julius Baer entity globally.
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Singapore: This publication is distributed in Singapore by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Singapore branch,
and is available for accredited investors or institutional investors only. This publication does not constitute an
’advertisement’ as defined under Section 275 or 305 respectively of the Securities and Futures Act, Cap. 289
of Singapore (SFA). As Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Singapore branch, has a ’Unit’ exemption under Section
100(2) of the Financial Advisers Act, Cap. 110 of Singapore (FAA), it is exempted from many of the requirements of the FAA, amongst others, the requirement to disclose any interest in, or any interest in the acquisition or disposal of, any securities or financial instruments that may be referred to in this publication. Further
details of these exemptions are available on request. This publication has not been reviewed by and is not
endorsed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). Please contact a representative of Bank Julius Baer
& Co. Ltd., Singapore branch, with respect to any inquiries concerning this publication. Bank Julius Baer &
Co. Ltd. (UEN - T07FC7005G) is incorporated in Switzerland with limited liability.
South Africa: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer South Africa (Pty) Ltd, which is an authorised
financial services provider (FSP no. 49273) approved by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority.
Spain: Julius Baer Agencia de Valores, S.A.U., authorised and regulated by the Comisión Nacional del
Mercado de Valores (CNMV), distributes this publication to its clients.
Switzerland: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich, authorised and regulated
by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
The Bahamas: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer Bank (Bahamas) Limited, an entity licensed by
the Central Bank of The Bahamas and regulated by the Securities Commission of The Bahamas. This publication does not constitute a prospectus or a communication for the purposes of the Securities Industry Act,
2011, or the Securities Industry Regulations, 2012. In addition, it is only intended for persons who are designated or who are deemed ’non-resident’ for the purposes of Bahamian Exchange Control Regulations and
Rules.
United Arab Emirates (UAE): This publication has not been approved or licensed by the UAE Central Bank,
the UAE Securities and Commodities Authority or any other relevant authority in the UAE. It is strictly
private and confidential and is being issued to a limited number of sophisticated individual and institutional
investors upon their request and must not be provided to or relied upon by any other person.
United Kingdom (UK): Julius Baer International Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), distributes this publication to its clients and potential clients. Where communicated in the UK, this publication is a financial promotion that has been approved by Julius Baer International
Limited for distribution in the UK. Some of the services mentioned in this publication may be provided by
members of the Julius Baer Group outside the UK. Rules made by the FCA for the protection of retail clients
do not apply to services provided by members of the Julius Baer Group outside the UK, and the Financial
Services Compensation Scheme will not apply. Julius Baer International Limited does not provide legal or tax
advice. If information on a particular tax treatment is provided, this does not mean that it applies to the
client’s individual circumstances, and it may be subject to change in the future. Clients should obtain independent tax advice in relation to their individual circumstances from a tax advisor before deciding whether to
invest. Julius Baer International Limited provides advice on a limited range of investment products (restricted
advice).
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Uruguay: In case this publication is construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation for the sale or
purchase of any securities or other financial instruments, the said offer, recommendation or solicitation is
being placed relying on a private placement exemption (oferta privada) pursuant to Section 2 of Law No.
18,627 and is not and will not be registered with the Superintendency of Financial Services of the Central
Bank of Uruguay to be publicly offered in Uruguay. In case of any closed-ended or private equity funds, the
relevant securities are not investment funds regulated by Uruguayan Law No. 16,774 dated 27 September
1996, as amended. If you are located in Uruguay, you confirm that you fully understand the language in
which this publication and all documents referred to herein are written, and you have no need for any document whatsoever to be provided in Spanish or any other language.
UNITED STATES: NEITHER THIS PUBLICATION NOR ANY COPY THEREOF MAY BE SENT, TAKEN
INTO OR DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED STATES OR TO ANY US PERSON.
© Julius Baer Group, 2019
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